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RESUME
Place: Centro de Congresos, Carrer del Puiet 1, Ordino
Date: may 27 and 28 2022
Rounds: 5 rounds + Top Cut, lasting 3 hours, including deployment
Places: 160 expandable places that will be covered in order of registration. Single tournament.
The organization reserves the right to exclude people with a problematic record in tournaments
Price: €65 per person, Including lunch on Saturday and Sunday. 100% of the proceeds will go to
the expenses of this, prizes, and financing of the winner's trip.
Food: Lunch on Saturday and Sunday will be in sandwich format, but sandwiches that you
will not forget, with the famous and magnificent Andorran Sandwiches, made with artisan
sourdough bread. Additionally, you will have bar service in the pavilion all day.
Armies: 2.000pts, 9th edition, Matched Play, Munitorum Field Manual 2023.

Game System: Chapter Aproved 2023 in force, Codex and Faqs until May 19, later rules
will not be used. There may be exceptions with faq's or clarifications from the organization.
Scoring: The games will be played based on a score of 100 (90 + 10 painted the armies will
have to be completely painted and represented.
Pairings: The first round will be randomly drawn, after which the Swiss pairing system will
be used, based on wins, followed by random.
Clock: The use of the Clock will be at the discretion of the players, although its use is
recommended. If one of the two wants to use the clock, his opponent may not refuse, in which case
this player must have a clock. Only the use of physical watches is accepted, not App.
Scenography: The scenography will follow the GW distribution, characteristic of the
Iberian open series.
Rankings: Scoring tournament for both ITC and the Iberian Open Series (information at
lavozdehorus.com), the BCP will be used to organize the tournament and it is necessary that
you have an account created on the web www.bestcoastpairings.com

Ordino Open: It will follow the same rules as the II GT of Andorra. The first 4
eligible* qualifiers of the Andorra GT will play the Ordino Open..

* Only those people with Spanish nationality or Andorran Nationality / Residence,
who do not have any serious penalty by the arbitration team, will be eligible.

The Winner of the Ordino Open will be rewarded with a “Golden Tiquet”, this grants the
honor of representing the entire Iberian community, with a place to participate in the

World Championship of Warhammer,
which will be held in Atlanta, Georgia, USA, from November 16 to 19, 2023.

Stay and flight paid by the organization of the Iberian Open Series.

https://www.lavozdehorus.com/primeras-imagenes-contenido-del-codex-marines-espaciales-del-caos/
http://www.bestcoastpairings.com


REGISTRATION
Pre-registration will open on Saturday, February 25 at 22:00
You must send an email to inscripcion@gtandorra.com with the following data:

Subject: Inscripción II GT Andorra
In the message indicate:

● Player's name
● Player's nickname
● Mail registered inBCP
● Mobil phone
● Team / Club to which it belongs, if any
● Team / Club (teams tournament)
● Origin City
● Nationality

Once the pre-registration is received, in a few days it will be answered with the reservation or
not of the place and with the different means of payment. Having 10 days to make the
payment. Once the payment is received, the place granted will be considered, not before.

TEAMS TOURNAMENT
To participate in the team tournament, groups of players (minimum 3) will need to come
together in a team. Each round will calculate the average score of the team members, which
will be the one obtained by the team that round. The team's final score will be the sum of the
scores for each round.

A team classification will be maintained, giving us a tournament-winning team.

SCHEDULE
FRIDAY, May 26:
17:00h - 22h: Reception of players / Check-In.

SATURDAY May 27:
7:30h -  8:00h Late Check-In
8:00h -08:15h Opening ceremony GT Andorra
8:15h -11:15h First Round

11:15h -11:45h Break
11:45h -14:45h Second Round
14:45h -16:15h Lunch break / Initial raffle
16:15h -19:15h Third Round

SUNDAY May 28:
7:30h -  8:00h Opening rooms
8:00h -11:00h Fourth Round

11:00h -11:30h Break
11:30h -14:30h Fifth Round
14:30h -15:30h Awards Ceremony / Closing of the Andorra GT and raffles
16:00h -19:00h First round Top Cut (Semifinals)
19:15h -22:15h Second round Top Cut (Final)
22:15h -22:30h Closing of the Ordino Open and delivery of the "Golden Ticket"

mailto:inscripcion@gtandorra.com


ACCOMODATION
We have negotiated very good prices with different hotels, so that the cost of the tournament
is reduced as much as possible but maintaining a minimum quality of accommodation.
To get these prices, the organization of the GT has to take over the management of the hotels,
so all reservations will have to be made through the email hotel@gtandorra.com, if you
call the indicated hotels directly you will not be able to Reserve.

These prices will be valid for the Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights of the event, if someone
wants longer stays, we can try to manage it

Hotel la Planada 3*
Located in Ordino, 500 meters from the event venue, rooms with breakfast included, private
bathroom, tv, wifi.
We have 30 double rooms and 6 triples
Double room Only breakfast €62/night - €31 person/ night
Triple room Only breakfast €90/night - €30 person/ night

Half board available on Saturday for an additional €12/person, with reservation at the time of
room reservation.

Hotel MU & SPA 4*
Magnificent 4-star hotel, of great quality and service. Located in La Cortinada, 2.5 km from
the event venue, rooms with breakfast included, private bathroom, tv, wifi.
We have 42 double/triple rooms and 4 triple/quadruple rooms.

Prices per person Friday - Accommodation and breakfast €30 person/ night
Saturday - Half board €40 person/ night

Compulsory Saturday half board

EXAMPLES OF RESERVATIONS:

Hotel Planada tournament pack, tournament registration, two hotel nights, lunch Saturday
and Sunday, dinner on Saturday: €139 in a shared double room

€137 in a shared triple room

Hotel Mu & Spa tournament pack, tournament registration, two hotel nights, lunch
Saturday and Sunday, dinner Saturday: €135 in a shared double, triple or quadruple

Registered players will have preference in the order of allocation of hotel reservations.

Additionally, you have many hotels in Ordino/Andorra, which will give you a great
accommodation service. As well as magnificent restaurants for dinners. In a later visitor pack
we will give you more information.

mailto:hotel@gtandorra.com


ARMY LISTS
The cost in points of Munitorum Field Manual 2023 or the latest existing update will be
used, Forgeworld is ALLOWED, legends are NOT ALLOWED.
All traits, relics, families, birthmarks or labels that modify or contribute certain characteristics
to the army, must be clearly reflected to avoid confusion.

Missions: The missions will be revealed after the list is sent.

Deadlines:
Codecs and Faqs allowed: Friday May 19, inclusive.

Delivery of lists: until Saturday, May 20 at 11:59 p.m.
Rosters must be uploaded to BCP, in Battlescribe exported plain text format (the one you get
when copying for chat). If it is not updated for any faction, those affected will be informed of
the correct way to upload it.

Correction of lists: There will be a random draw for the correction of lists, which will be done
among the same players. Each participant must compulsorily correct the indicated list in the
following 3 days, until Tuesday, May 23 at 11:59 p.m. If there is a wrong list, the player will
have 1 day to fix the list, until Wednesday, May 24 at 11:59 p.m.

Publication of Missions and Pairings: They will be published on Thursday, May 25

MATERIAL
Each player must bring the corresponding codex(s) to their army list,
as well as dice, tape measure, pen and templates that you may need. He is also responsible for
having all the additional material that regulates the operation of his army (original material in
English is recommended, which will always prevail over Spanish).

Objective markers WILL NOT be provided from the organization, so we recommend that
each player bring a set of objectives.

RULES OF CONDUCT
This is an event intended to enjoy our common hobby: miniature wargames, to which we
should all go with the desire to have a good time, putting aside anything that is out of place.
The purpose of the circuit is to find a representative of the community with the values that we
all want in our representative: sportsmanship, fair play and a pleasant gaming experience that
makes the world associate Spain and Andorra with those values and attitude.
Therefore, the participation in the tournament of conflicting people, or with reprehensible
performances in past tournaments or this year of the circuit will not be admitted.

HONESTY: It is mandatory to answer any questions regarding our rules that are raised, as
well as to make clear the intention of the actions of your game, avoiding possible deception.

DRESS: The use of provocative attire and clothing or with rude or inappropriate messages,
that display inappropriate language or incitement to hatred, or that which the organizer
determines is not appropriate for said environment is prohibited.



JUDGES AND PENALTIES
JUDGES: will have a proactive attitude, that is, if they see something that is happening
incorrectly at any table, they will intervene to fix it, even if they have not been requested by
the players.
In the event of a problem or dissension in the game, the following steps must be strictly
followed:

1. The two players must try to solve it with the rules of their Codex, Regulations and
FAQs in hand. Its English version will prevail over the Spanish one

2. In case of not being able to resolve it, a referee or the organizer may be consulted, the
decision will be made based on the material available at that time, this being final.

3. The referee may penalize if he deems it appropriate.

NOTE: The referee will not have a thorough knowledge of all the rules of
all armies, so your decision will be made regarding the material that you will be given.
teach at that time and at your discretion. If there was a FAQ you weren't taught that
indicates the opposite of his decision, that is the players' problem. it's responsibility
of the players perfectly know the rules of the game and their army.

PENALTIES (examples):

● Submit late or list errors: -5 Match Points (all matches)
● Arrive more than 5  late to the assigned table: -15 Starting Points.
● Arrive more than 20 minutes late to the assigned table: concession of the Game
● Bad behavior during the game: -25 Starting Points
● Agree on results, concession prior to the game is not allowed, nor agree on results

during it, in case it is detected by a referee, the score will be a double loss 0-0.
● Lack of respect and sportsmanship, cheating, verbal, or physical aggression, as

well as breaching the dress code will result in expulsion from the tournament.

PAINTING AND REPRESENTATION
All miniatures must be painted. They will be considered painted if they give a finished
feeling, completely painted and decorated base (except transparent).
Bases: The miniatures must go on a base with the regulation size (GW page), in case of
doubts, contact the organization.
Coherence: If an army is represented one way, it must be played by those rules. Successor
"chapters" are allowed to carry iconography of the chapter from which they succeed.
Example, yellow marines with imperial fists symbol are fists or successors.
Representation: Unambiguous, this means that the equipment on the list does not have to
match the one represented, but it can never be misleading.
Conversions and alternative brands: They are allowed as long as they are equal in size to
the original model and appear to be of a similar threat level to the represented model. Always
complying with the base size recommended by GW.
Impressions: Only original figures, and bits. That is, prints without the author's license are
NOT allowed.
The organization of the event will be the one that determines if these rules are met. In case of
non-compliance, THE THUMBNAIL WILL BE WITHDRAWN. In case of doubt, it is better
to contact us beforehand by email dudas@gtandorra.com

mailto:inscripcion@gtandorra.com


ROUNDS AND HOUSE RULES
Random first-round matchups will be announced before the start of the tournament.
Later the pairings will be Swiss based on:

I. Wins (1 victory points, 0.5 draw)
II. Random

Ranking will be based on:
I. Victorias Swiss (3 win points, 1 draw)

II. Own victory points
III. SOS victory points (the average victory points of the opponents you have played with)

Concession of the game: In case of concession before the end of the game, the theoretical
score will be calculated, leaving that of the conceder as it is, and that of the winner assuming
that he plays until the end, maximizing the points that are really possible .
Wobbly miniature: the wobbly miniature ruler can only be used in cases
extremes where said rule is not abused to place units "on hold"exploiting the rule
Ruins: If the ruin does not have a base, the area defined by its points will be considered the
surface of the ruin. Additionally, if the model's base is in contact with a
of the interior walls of this element will always be considered in ruins.
Match Time: When the call match signal is given, NO more rounds will start and players
must rush to match turns. At the end of the round signal, the score will be entered in BCP,
NOT being able to do theorihammer at that moment, if you want to do it, it will be done
before the end of the game time and maximum of one additional round.

AWARDS
No penalized player will be able to access the draws
Trophies will be awarded to the following categories:

● General of Generals (champion)
● Most “good vibes” player
● Second classified
● Third Classified
● Last Classified / Wooden Spoon
● Best team
● Not Best Team
● best painted army
● best painted miniature
● Other categories determined by the organization

Additionally, there will be raffles for a large number of prizes.

* It will be considered a team when there are more than 3 members who register with the same name.



SCENOGRAPHY
The scenery layout will follow any of the following 3 layout diagrams.
Objective markers can be placed on the bases of the scenery.

Scenery description:

Blue pieces, 12”x12” area of ruins where all windows or cracks are considered boarded up
for line of sight purposes, even if they are not and with a minimum height of 5”.
Rules - Obscuring, Light Cover, Breachable, Defensible y Scalable.

Red pieces, 10”x5” area of ruins with real sight of view, with a minimum height of 5” even
they are not.
Rules - Obscuring, Light Cover, Breachable, Defensible y Scalable.

Green pieces (mapa 3), 12”x4” areas of ruins with real sight of view.
Rules - Light Cover, Breachable, Defensible y Scalable.

Yellow pieces 6” x 4” area with varied scenery with the following rules
Rules - Dense Cover, Difficult Ground, Breachable, Defensible y Scalable

SUMMARY CALENDAR

Publication of Bases February 14th

Pre-registration opening February 25th

Registration payment 10 days after being pre-registered

Book Hotels Post communication of being registered

Valid Codex, Faq's and Chapters May 19 until 23:59 (Friday)

List delivery May 20 until 23:59 (Saturday)

List correction May 23 until 23:59 (Tuesday)

Submit corrected list May 24 until 23:59 (Wednesday)

Publication of Pairings and Missions May 25th (Thursday)



FINAL

The organization reserves the right to modify this document based on future rule changes in
the game warhammer 40,000 or the need to add new clarifications to it.

Tournament broadcast via Twitch by Deep Games, registration implies acceptance of the
possibility of being broadcast live and waiving the possibility of refusing.

Registration and subsequent payment of this implies acceptance of
these bases.

Among all of you who have read this far, as a thank you and to start the Andorra GT party, we have a surprise.
All those who send the word "spidercerdo" in the registration will participate in the draw for free nights if you
book at the organization's hotels.

* A "free night" is valued at a discount of €30 on the total hotel reservation. “Free nights” will be raffled based
on the number of registrations up to 2/28 >50 registrations – 5, >100 registrations – 10, >150 registrations – 15


